ABOUT MAINE TRADITIONS HARDWOOD FLOORING
Flooring Products:
Maine Traditions Hardwood Flooring produces ¾ inch pre-finished and
unfinished solid flooring with the traditional values people come to expect from a
hardworking family owned business. Our dedication to providing a high quality
product, great customer service, and a commitment to building lasting relationships
with our customers is what drives us each and every day.

We take pride in producing our products from sustainably managed forest products,
some of which have been managed by the family for over 3 generations. It is our
mission to maintain our company forests for generations to come, and to promote
sound forest practices with those we purchase forest products from. In the spring of
2009 this commitment was taken to the next level with FSC certification of our full
flooring program; sawmill operation, and our entire saw-log procurement program.
We are extremely excited about telling our customers that what we have done for the
past 3 generations has been working, and we look forward to continuing that
tradition for many more generations to come.
Our Hardwood flooring is a natural product produced from some of nature’s most
beautiful offerings. As with anything created from a natural product it will change its
beauty with age, in many cases the color hues will become more brilliant with
changing tones. When considering hardwood flooring for your home please
remember that with age it will change in its natural color hue, whether it be lighter or
darker. Your flooring sales person can help explain how the colors will change with
time.

We certainly appreciate your interests in our products and hope that the natural
product you are choosing for your home will bring you many years of enjoyment.

Classic Collection:

Maine Traditions Classic Collection of flooring, providing tastes in the clear
and clean of a premium product, and the character and color of our coastal product.
The Classic Collection maintains the quality milling and 10-coat finish that people
have come to expect from Maine Traditions, providing a richness and beauty that
only hardwood floors produce in a home.

The Family Tradition:

Three generations of the Carrier family have worked in northern Maine, all dedicated
to producing the highest quality hardwood products. Founded by my grandfather,
our Jackman, Maine Company flourished and now employs hundreds of hard
working Maine people.
Kennebec Lumber Company, established in 1999 in Solon, Maine, continues the
family tradition with our newest product line, Maine Traditions Hardwood Flooring.
Kennebec Lumber Company produces world class, high quality hardwood products,
manufactured and distributed with personal care and commitment to detail. Maine
Traditions Hardwood Flooring demands the same care and attention to detail.
Our lumber is cut and milled in Maine, then transformed into flooring of superior
Quality. Because the raw material is grown strictly in the Northern woods, the slow
growth of the trees produce lumber with unique grain and character. The minerals
in the soil create color that enhances the beauty of our flooring.

For more information about Maine Traditions Hardwood Flooring,
contact one of our dealers, THE FLOOR SUPERSTORE located at
120 US Route 23 South, Hamburg, N.J. 07419 Tel. (973) 823-6393 or
visit us online at www.thefloorsuperstore.com.

